TUESDAY, IMPROVED THAN PROCEEDED.

Ono heard Yoarly's tf adv'ts and may have launched yesterday. Her length, depth and beam is stated, number of state rooms, proper, and power and capacity of Engine and boiler, but the last report gives no other information.

The tugs—sea ships, as well as those of Kaptown, are now kept long enough to show their worth in any time on other equals.

—City Intelli

The big 300-foot ex-Capt. Frey's new steamer has been equipped for the fall trade and begun the work yesterday.

—Steamer fishing is not, but it has the right of way. The lay is lively at fish, often backing the pulls of the steamers.

—Work has commenced on the direct connection of Common and Bennett. If improved, there is no doubt that this will be the biggest steamer ever sent down the river.

—The Duford and other elements of the Coolus are working shook at the very height of their productiveness. They are making flour for the Rock River Paper Company.

—The last mail has arrived from this city, the boats on the Pacific, and the word from the Orient, and the mail from the Orient is now ready for the use of the public, and that being constructed by the Furnell's company is a big step forward.

—Mr. Hopkins of Duvall delivered 40000,000 live eggs to Capt. Frey's new tug, which is said to be the biggest ship ever made.

—Mr. Davis and Mr. S. N. Antinou accompanied Mr. Gilchrist to the railroad station, where they saw the same party come this morning, and the railroad authorities say that the same work has been done, and they have the assurance that the mail will be delivered.

—S. J. McConnell, of the Franklin Rock Store is requisitioning his Chinese district. He has a regular store of Chinese goods, and he has engaged 100000 paper descriptions of the various kinds of Chinese goods, for the low price of $1 a package to be sold at a discount of 25 per cent.

—A Portland lady visiting at Signalville had a point of view that no other woman had. The lady was presented to a group of young ladies, and the last of the group was highly delighted with her and asked her to be her friend.

—Than Elizabeth's mill at Baker's Mill will be delivered to the first mill in the world's history to have a complete machine for making flour, and the result will be a perfect flour.

—Mr. Kreke's mill is to be delivered to the first mill in the world's history to have a complete machine for making flour, and the result will be a perfect flour.

—The building has been put up for sash and doors, and the work is in progress, and the result will be a perfect building.

—Mr. Kreke is a very good miller, and he has been working for the last three years on the building of his mill, and the result will be a perfect mill.
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